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Issue No 13 is here, we have decided to compile an issue that
will coincide with WAU’s 20 year anniversary, we have searched
through all our past issues and compiled the best pieces into one
big free issue that all our supporters can read online or print out
themselves.
Who knew 20 years could go by so fast, we are all both trilled
and excited to be part of one of the only Women’s groups that
came out of the early 1990’s and survived through hard work
and preservation. We have worked on so many amazing projects,
fundraisers, we have gotten to meet many wonderful men and
women at gatherings all around the world, we have had amazing support from various groups over the years and without this
support our projects and fundraisers would not have been as successful, for this we thank you all...
For 2010 we plan on doing a new Cookbook, we plan on doing an
Aryan Family Drive for families within our movement so we will
start that off with a raffle / fundraiser in early to middle Spring.
Our Adopt a Bruder programme has been a huge success and
we have had new people step up for 2010 so we hope to get
each member of The Order $100 per month we have 6 Bruders
left inside.
With all that been said we once again would like to thank everyone who enjoyed the past 20 years of WAU’s activities, we hope
to be more do more and achieve more in the next 20 years..

In Sisterhood

Vicky, Salli, Vanessa, Alexia, Jani, Victoria,
Peta, Jade, Sarah, Isis, Loli, Ivana, Laika
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Voice of the WarMaiden
O
key!

ver the last 14 years, we have all seen major changes within our racial community. Yet the one thing we hear constantly is: We must Unite: Unity is the

I have often wondered if it was that simple and unity was the only key we needed for success, then why hasn’t it happened already? If we are going to win, we
have to face the simple truth; we aren’t going to all get along, there is never going to be unity within our racial community. Just because another white man or
woman claims racial loyalty, does it mean we should trust them?

I’ve read over and over again, most recently since Ireland has become another
victim of the plight of immigration, how we all need to get together and make
a plan to stop this alien invasion. Personally I’d love to have a big group of fellow racialists to hang out with, to work along side with, but the reality of it is; it
only takes one person to make a difference. A lone wolf can succeed in attaining
major goals for our kith and kin, many have done it before us, and continue to
do it today. I urge you all to stop sitting back and waiting for the next lone wolf,
get up and do it yourself.

By WAU Ireland

Definitely not, and we have been proved right in that aspect many many times,
our ranks are full of internet nazi’s and skanks, that’s the simple truth of it, there
are very few I’d stand beside. We have to choose our alliances carefully, and
unity may seem wonderful and glorious, but it is not going to happen. We have
far too many greedy leaders who let religious differences and other petty gripes
separate them in our fight for the 14 words.

Because you know you can trust yourself, you know it can get done, and lastly
you can go to bed at night, knowing you at least tried to secure the 14 words.
If you need inspiration, go read Hunter, and take a walk into your hometown.
Direct action only takes the courage of one. Let’s make our future generations
proud, and always be cautious. We need no more Prisoners or Dead… SEEK &
DESTROY!

A Beautiful Thing?

By Richard “cowboy” Godbey

Comrades & Kinsman,
It has come to my attention that there are
some among us that are promoting traitorous acts of our women. Just the mere mention of homosexuals makes our blood boil.
Just the sight of two homosexuals together
makes us sick and disgusted.
Then why do some of you consider two women engaging in acts of sex to be “A Beautiful
Thing?“ Two women cannot produce Aryan
children any faster than two men can.
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My understanding is that a homosexual is
someone who has a sexual attraction for
someone of the same sex.
Therefore, it does not matter if you are two
men or two women together. It is still a
crime against nature and treason against
the movement. So how can two women
committing these acts either in private or
for the perverse pleasure of their men be “A
Beautiful Thing?“ Think about it!
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Women’s Roles

Within the Movement
By WAU USA

W

hen I was presented with this challenge my first
thoughts were "Oh my gosh how am I going to do
this and not upset everyone?" Well, while I accepted the
challenge I still am not sure how to go about not upsetting everyone. I would like to try and break down the
"typical" racially aware woman so that people can understand the role of a woman within the movement. Everything that she does and will ever do, if done with pure
love and commitment will come full circle in the end.
The first and foremost thing a woman has to worry about
in the movement is that she is indeed racially aware.
Women have long been accused of thinking with their
hearts and not their heads. She must be well educated
and understand the consequences of her actions. She
must understand that this is not a game nor is it for the
faint of heart. It is not about being "cool" or fitting in. It
is about securing the existence of our race and a future
for white children. In that there is no room for those who
would be "glamour white nationalists". She needs to be
about her business when it comes to knowing her limits and her goals for herself and her family. A woman has
many roles that stem from being racially aware. The first
3 being loyalty to children, partner, and cause and all that
goes with them.
Children, they are what drives us to better our people
and ourselves. Not all of us have children of our own but I
think that all of us take pride in our Aryan children be they
our own or not. They are after all why we are joined in the
sisterhood of the cause. As women our job is to teach and
protect our children. We must educate them so that they
will be proud of who they are and know what enemies
they face. They need nurture, love and a healthy family
life. Whether it is a single parent home or a two-parent
home, they need to know that they are the most important people in our lives and our fight. Raising children is
a great way to be active in the movement. After all without the mothers where would any of us be? Even those
of us who were not brought up racially owe our mothers respect and admiration for the hard work they did to
raise us. This is only one of the places that a woman has in
the movement. This job requires active participation and
total commitment. Next we look at being a partner. This
job is sometimes more trying than raising the children.
Having a healthy relationship takes time and effort. You
have to support your partner in his decisions. Specifically
in public, whether he is right or wrong in his choices. It
takes patience and understanding when you know he is
wrong but to humiliate him in front of others only leads
to problems at home. You must be respectful when you
are in private and you let him know that you disagree
with him. Let him know why you disagree and that you
can see his side of the story but to make sure that he can

see yours as well. It takes a great
deal of love and effort to have a
lasting relationship. The reward is
that he will be a stronger person
knowing that you love, support
and respect him. Sometimes it
can be very trying to let your feelings and opinions be heard without
seeming as though you are "wearing the pants" or even that you are
allowing yourself to be walked on.
This job as well takes total commitment and requires active participation. Last but certainly not
least we have the cause. A woman's
role in the cause can be one of many
different things; eventually it leads to
the same thing though. Women need
to be an active part of the movement.
To know your limitations of what you
can bring to the cause and what you
cannot takes a strong person indeed. While some women may
choose to take a less active role,
it does not demean them as
being part of the cause. Every
"job" within the movement has
its purpose. There are no unimportant jobs when you are
committed to making your future and that of your race
better. There are many strong women who bring new
ideas and thoughts with them. There are those who feel
that bringing children up with racial values is the part they
were given. While others still, bring awareness and teach
the younger generations of women that they are indeed a
part of the movement all on their own. That they need not
stand in another's shadow to be seen or heard but that
they are important all on their own. This job requires no
less than any other as far as active participation and total
commitment.
So can I completely answer the question of what is a
woman's place in the movement? No, I cannot. You see
for a woman to be a part of the movement requires that
she not only manage every aspect of her life separately,
but that she manage to pull them all together as one. It
takes a very strong and deeply committed woman to be
a part of the cause. She has to be a mother, partner, and
warrior all in one. She has to be her own person while catering to those who depend on her for love and support.
Her job is never done and rarely earns her a thank you. It
does however earn her complete respect spoken or unspoken. A woman's place, simply put is to be the foundation, the cornerstone. If she can do that, everything else
will fall into place.
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A Wolf In Sheep’s Clothing is going to be a
regular column in MR; we are going to focus on White Men & Women who we consider to be the fore founders in destroying
our glorious race… More often than not
our own race has dealt us worse blows.
This issue we will focus on the Founders of
the NAACP: Storey, Ovington.
Moorfield Storey,
lawyer and author, was
born in Massachusetts in
1845 and studied at Harvard College, Harvard
Law School, and in law
offices. He practiced law
in Boston, where he was a
reformer and a strong supporter of
civil rights. He wrote a number of books and
pamphlets including Legal Aspects of the
Negro Question and Problems of Today, in
which he discussed race prejudice. He was
among the sixty prominent Americans who
responded to the call of Mary White Ovington to meet in February 1909, on the occasion of the hundredth anniversary of the
birth of Abraham Lincoln, to protest the recent frightening riot in Springfield, Illinois,
and the many decades of such oppressive
acts of terror as burning and lynchings. He
became the first national president of the
NAACP.
Mary White Ovington,
reformer and the spirit
behind that meeting,
was born in Brooklyn in
1865, where she grew
up in an atmosphere of
abolitionism and women's
rights. She attended Packer
Collegiate Institute there before going to
Radcliffe College for two years. She worked
in settlement houses and came to know
the depth of the problems of the blacks. In
1911, she published her 1904 study Half a
Man: The Status of the Negro. By that time,
she had seen her 1909 meeting evolve into
the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People. For more than forty years she served as board member, executive secretary, and chairman, and served
as conciliator among the various factions
that threatened to destroy the movement.
Among her books was the autobiographical The Walls Came Tumbling Down.
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You’re a

Race Traitor
We only know that at any given time any racial org
can be infiltrated. We all do our best to not let this
happen. But sometimes, especially when an org has
huge membership numbers, it is hard to keep track
of who is who, and more often than not, they slip into
these organizations easily. They sit back and watch.
Then they involve themselves more; before you know
it they are right up there with people who have dedicated themselves to their Race & Nation for many
years. We all know you don’t have to commit anything
illegal when you are a WN / NS. You can go to jail for
absolutely nothing. The recent arrest of Matt Hale is
a good example. One of his own betrayed him, one
of his own tried to lure Matt Hale into a trap, yet Matt
Hale clearly stated to his supposed comrade I will not
do anything illegal.
We clearly heard the informant say he may just do it
himself, so why is Matt Hale in jail and not the informant? He was clearly the one advocating illegal activities and Matt Hale clearly refused to become involved
in these activities. Matt Hale is in jail because that is
who the FEDS wanted and that’s who the feds got. At
the end of the day, Matt Hale and the rest of us are serious risk when it comes to trusting folk from our own
race. I can understand if a guy is planted in an org to
bring it down, but when the informant was once one
of our own, then betrays us for a few dollars that seriously passes me off. How can our kin, after they have
been Racially Educated, turn their back on it for a few
dollars?
I’ve also seen movement folk welcome known shit
stirrers / rats and various other parasites back into
our cause, I see it all the time. I see our kin support
perverts; men who claim to live by the 14 words, yet
sexually harass and abuse younger females. Many of
us in WAU have been targeted by these same kinds
of men – getting hundreds of emails a day spouting
some really vile crap. Yet these men aren’t considered
to be race traitors or enemies of our race. Any person
who has RATTED, abused Our Women or has Not Supported our Jailed Comrades, and most importantly
doesn’t live by the 14 Words is a RACE TRAITOR! If you
are not doing all you can to support your race and nation, you are betraying us. I for one will not tolerate it,
and if it means being labeled a bitch or whatever label
they see fit to give me then so be it.
Securing our future one child at a time
In Sisterhood
WarMaiden

By WAU
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Putting aside our

O

petty differences

ur Race is our common bond. We are all fighting to save our great white race. So why is it that we still
fight amongst ourselves on a daily basis almost? There is so much petty fighting and dissent always
going on somewhere in our white nations and between each other at all times it seems, when are we
going to learn what it takes to win this war? I know there is no way we can all get along and be “best friends”
or even believe in the exact same ideology, but we can work on the unity between our fellow kinsmen and
women. Put aside the differences you have with one another, on religious, gangs, groups, and just plain old
selfishness. We are not going to win the war by fighting each other and thinking each of us is right. When
there are differences between individuals, that is fine, it is only human. However, it is the way we deal with
the situation that makes us trash or a superior white man or woman. Deal with that other person on a personal level; do not make it a big ordeal.
Do not bring your entire organization or group of friends into it; it is only going to make things worse for
everyone. Until we realize this and begin to work on the unity of our own great race, ZOG will continue to be
in control. That is how the Jews do it; they unite for one common goal. So let us all put our heads together
and come up with some plans and ideas that we can all take part in, regardless of your religion or affiliations.
Of course, there are always going to be several different groups and organizations and it is a plus to our
movement to have them all. What one group might not work on, another does, and we need all aspects to
be covered. With all the different groups out there today, it should leave one feeling needed in at least one
of them, however large or small the contribution, it is well worth it and much needed. While some organizations do not agree with another group’s beliefs, it is imperative that we all get along on a certain level and
have respect for each other. We can network with each and see what areas need more attention and work
on it either together or separately, but we need to set our common goals together in order to achieve victory
in the end. I don’t always agree with what everyone says and does, however I do not put them down and I do
not think what they do is useless. On the contrary, I respect them for being an active part of the movement
and hope to be able to work with them if needed in the future and present.
Think of the possibilities if we all combine our forces and efforts, they are end-less. If we could start working
together, even on the smallest of levels, there would be some true battles won, politically and racially. In
addition, the first step in achieving white unity is to put an end to the petty games we play and the selfishness that seems so abundant in our movement. There are so many Good Warriors and patriots out there, I
have seen so many myself, so may with true hearts and loyalty to our cause, it baffles me why we cannot put
an end to all the trivial arguments. We truly are the greatest race on Earth; lets put all our intelligent minds
together and destroy ZOG forever.

advertisements

http://www.28radio.net

http://www.bloodandhonourcanada.com
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You might be a skinhead girl if…
•If you don’t bat an eye lid when forking out huge sums of
money for a bomber jacket, and turn down your poppa’s
offer of his trusty old work jacket, and try not to roll your
eyes when he says, ‘it looks just the same dear’

hole from a car.
•If no matter how full the bus is, you know there is no
chance that wannabe Rasta standing up is going to take
the spare seat next to you!

•If snow is lying on the ground, but there is no way you
going to change out of your mini-skirt, you pick fashion
over frostbite!

•If you own lipstick and nail polish that matches your
cherry red boots perfectly.

•If you can’t remember the last time you paid for a hair
cut… the buzz of clippers and a mate’s skilled work while
you sit on the bath is as close as you get.
•If you have ever spent hours combing through stinky op
shops for a vintage Fred or Ben
•If your ‘shoe’ collection consists of your first pair of docs,
the gettagrips you had to have that where too small, the
loafers that you just love but go flying off your feet when
your running for the train, your work docs, and your best
docs for going out in… and not a platform in site!!!
•If you secretly wish you had Ginger Spices Union Jack
dress.
•If you’ve beaten up someone who you thought might
have thought you where a dyke because of your hair.
•While at school, the head of the social science department ask if they could use you for a case study in deviant
sub-cultures for the 6th form class.

•If you’re the only person at work who has never watched
Men in Black, the Cosby Show or The Nanny.
•If your child is 7 and his hair has never been longer then
an inch.
•If you have ever tried to explain to a real estate agent
that the reason that can’t make your rent at the moment
is because tattooist is an extortionist.
•If your family assumes that your man must be a dyslexic
carpenter, how else could a ‘Skrewdriver’ tattoo on his
wrist be explained?
•If you’ve ever pondered on one of life’s greatest mysteries…when a girl wears braces, do they go around the outside, over the top, or in the middle?
•One of you biggest fears is that someone will mistake
your crop…for a mullet!!

•If you’d rather eat glass then wear that fancy frilly bridesmaids dress to your Sisters wedding, and spent hours trying to convince her that you should wear a blue tonic suit
with a nice Ben instead

•If you fear that watching an Elvis Presley movie on a Saturday afternoon brings you one step closer the skinhead
retirement plan…Rockerbilly (shudder)
•If the ‘S’ section of your album and c.d. collection is 4
times bigger then any other section.
•If you’d have to use both hands and take off your boots
to count the amount of times you’ve been serenaded
with ‘Skinhead Girl’, same goes for the amount of times
you have ‘Romper Stomper’ yelled at you by some arsePage-7

WAU Australia

•If your ideal weekend is...travel ten hours in a bus with a
load of smashed men, hopefully not get lost (Can’t miss
the first band!!!), or get arrested. You spend money you
can’t afford on drinks and c.d.’s, get battered by the guy
in front of you rocking out, invite a handful of foreigners,
who can’t speak a word of your language (insert nationality: French, German, Swiss etc) to stay at your house, no
matter that you’ve known them for 3 minutes.
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Was it worth it?

A Bruder
Answers
Richard Scutari
In May of this year, the Regional Director overruled U.S.P
Marion staff's recommendation that I be transferred. This
makes me the third person since Marion became lockeddown in the 1980's to go through the program and not
get transferred. I was informed by one of the staff that
it was a matter of timing (the Oklahoma bombing). Had
my transfer papers gone in a month earlier, I would have
been transferred. Thus, Providence has decreed
that I remain in this hell-hole a bit longer.

set in. I sat looking at photos of my children and grandchildren contemplating on the irony of having fought so
hard for their future that I lost their present. Then I broke
out one of my most prized possessions – my collection of
photos that mothers and fathers from all over the White
world have sent me of their children. Looking at these
photos and those of my family brought to mind a question I am often asked – "Was it worth it?"

“ I wanted to
Was it worth it? What a ridiculous question.
crawl through the
My German ancestors had a saying that
Nothing is worth losing your family and
went something like this – None lives
glass that separated us rotting in prison. However, “Was it worth
through the night if the Norns so deand hug them until they it?” and “Would I do it all over again?” are
cree.” Fate does play some strange
two different things. I truly believe that
cried to be let go. I could our culture and the survival of our Race
tricks on us. In the case of my transfer
denial, fate dealt me a pleasant surprise. never describe the pain of are in jeopardy. As a man who holds the
My oldest daughter recently moved to looking at my loved ones virtues of honor, loyalty, and duty as the
Indiana, a five-hour drive from here. On
core of my soul, I was duty bound to do
and not being able to
the weekend of July 2nd and 3rd she, her
no
less. In fact, I am amazed that others
touch them. “
husband, and my three grandchildren came
to visit me. This was the first time I saw my
daughter since before my trek to the Northwest in
1984. My daughter was barely 14 years old then. Now she
is a grown woman with children of her own. I was happy
to see them, but there was pain there, also. I wanted to
crawl through the glass that separated us and hug them
until they cried to be let go. I could never describe the
pain of looking at my loved ones and not being able to
touch them.
The parting on Sunday afternoon was hell, but nothing
compared to what I felt as I sat in my cell the next day
with tears running down my face as post-visit depression

have not picked up where we left off.

The survival of our Race is on the line. If it takes the
imprisonment of one-third of our men and the death of
another third in order to win this war, then that is a cheap
price to pay. The alternative would be far worse. Would it
be worth it to those who die or suffer in prison? Hell no!!
However, it will be worth it to future generations of White
children. That is what this struggle is supposed to be all
about. Those with a White Soul understand this. Those
without a White Soul make up excuses of why they cannot or should not fight.
14 WORDS!

Argentina

by Anybell Argentina

S

ome people believe there are no pure Europeans
in South America, this is a false theory about the
people of South America, especially in Argentina, this
country HAS European roots. Many European immigrants came to this country with hope to live a good
life in a beautiful country; and it is an honour for us
that they have chosen Argentina! For our country, this
is not a good time, as our politicians have bad influences, such as Zionism and communism, they permit
all kinds of crimes against our race and the commu-

nity, they want to kill our traditions. Our economy
is a shame, many young people want to help our
country, our roots are white, and the roots of this
country are white. Always was White. Many white
young people fight against all types of crime. In
Argentina, our Grandparents are Europeans; they
came from Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and many
more European homelands. Few people know the
richness and beauty of this country, we fight for our
people and our roots, they will continue forever.
Page-8
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White and Proud
It has become commonplace in popular society to
brand those who oppress freedom of speech and
thought with the most negative label imaginable
“Nazis”. In recent times, we have seen hundreds of
flyers posted, “sweep south street clean of nazis!”,
they blindly advertise. The same left hand extremists who post such fliers are also fanatically seeking to accuse us or ban our music and literature.
This blatantly shows their disrespect for freedom of
thought and indeed proves that they are the ones
practicing so called “fascism”.
My words are in response to the generalization of
all “nazis” as “boneheads”. I am sure these left hand
extremists tout themselves as being educated, but
they fail to come up with something more intelligent than name-calling. I am sure in their eyes, they
are standing up for what is right.
Perhaps they should take the time to reflect upon
the reason they have learned to feel this way. Society's leaders and teachers often feel threatened by
our way of thinking. They educate our white youth
to feel ashamed of our history and race. Turns out,
the source of their inspiration is not unbiased as
they might have once thought. Everywhere you
turn the media portrays being white as uncool and
promotes the new trend where being an uneducated black thug is the in thing. White woman have
begun wearing black men on their arms as nothing
more than fashion accessories.
I have chosen to support the advancement of our
white culture and race in a positive and productive
way and to create unity and prosperity for our people. We must secure the existence of our people and
a future for white children.
Trish - WAU Supporter USA

http://www.runeandsword.com/

http://www.scotland-awake.co.uk/
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Book Review

Women of the Far Right:

The Mothers' Movement and World War II
The majority of American women supported the Allied cause during World
War II. and made sacrifices on the
home front to benefit the war effort.
But U.S. intervention was opposed by
a movement led by ultra right women
whose professed desire to keep their
sons out of combat was mixed with
militant Christianity, anticommunism,
and anti-Semitism. This book is the
first history of the self-styled "mothers'
movement," so called because among
its component groups were the National Legion of Mothers of America, the Mothers of Sons Forum, and the National Blue Star Mothers.
Unlike leftist antiwar movements, the mothers' movement was not pacifist; its members opposed the war on
Germany because they regarded Hitler as an ally against
the spread of atheistic communism. They also differed
from leftist women in their endorsement of patriarchy
and nationalism. God, they believed, wanted them to
fight the New Deal liberalism that imperiled their values
and the inter-nationalists, communists, and Jews, whom
they saw as subjugating Christian America.
Jeansonne examines the motivations of these women,
the political and social impact of their movement, and
their collaborations with men of the far right and also
with mainstream isolationists such as Charles Lindbergh.
Drawing on files kept by the FBI and other confidential
documents, this book sheds light on the history of the war
era and on women's place within the far right.

The Turner Diaries

What will you do when they come to take your guns?
Earl Turner and his fellow patriots face
this question and are forced underground when the U.S. government
bans the private possession of firearms and stages the mass Gun Raids
to round up suspected gun owners.
The hated Equality Police begin hunting them down, but the patriots fight
back with a campaign of sabotage and
assassination. An all-out race war occurs as the struggle escalates. Turner
and his comrades suffer terribly, but
their ingenuity and boldness in devising and executing
new methods of guerrilla warfare lead to a victory of cataclysmic intensity and worldwide scope.
The FBI has labeled The Turner Diaries “the bible of the
racist right.” If the government had the power to ban
books, this one would be at the top of the list. The Turner
Diaries is the most controversial book in America today
and it's a book unlike any you've read!
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Work for the Cause..
by MR Finland

There are many ways to help our cause, people, and our countries. Here are few of my ideas how to do your bit.

- Help lonely and old people
- Glue stickers in phone booths and light poles on the
street
- Recycle!
- Grow your own vegetables
- Write to your local Newspaper of our ideas
- Be polite!
- Help POWs and their families
- Buy WP-music records
- Look tidy and respectful
- Keep your word
- Be ready to do anything to help your own kin, even if it
means you are missing out or left with 'empty' handed.
- Leave Business cards in Library books
- Help poor white families
- Have family picnics!
- Speak only the truth!
- Do not trust any one blindly!
- Educate yourself ALL THE TIME!
- Copy some writings and give to people or make your

- Order WP-NS books and magazines
- Ask different religious people (like Mormons) to
your house for a meal and tell some truths about
Jews (But remember to be polite. Remember these
people have been brainwashed for years!)
- Do voluntary work, benefiting your neighborhood
or your country and its people!
- Exercise and be fit!
- Keep your home tidy and clean to set an example
to your visitors!
- Visit old people at old people's homes and show
that they are not forgotten! You can also really learn
from them and their sacrifices for us. Keep regular contact with few of them and send cards etc. to
cheer them up!!!
- BE TRULY WHO YOU ARE! In addition, do not try to
hide your ideas. By living your life respectfully, you
set an example and people admire your dedication!
- Let people come to your house for overnight visits
and meals and show some true Aryan Hospitality!!!

own leaflets

- Have contacts all over the world with Kinsmen!

- Have children, or adopt a white child or foster (Remem-

- Know about other countries and even of lower 'cul-

ber also you can be also Auntie or Uncle to your friends’

tures’, this way you can prove that ours is better!

children and also foster that way!)
- Educate your family and friends!
- Be kind to animals and respect nature!
- Home-school your child
- Cook your own meals and use the money you were
about to spend for a family in need!!!
- Read stories to your children and also tell Slavic, Celtic,
Germanic, and Nordic myths.
- Take your whole family to Museum
- Learn another language or some other important skill
- Know THE REAL HISTORY OF YOUR PEOPLE!
- Always promote our ideas when there is a good oppor-

REMEMBER WE
HAVE ONLY THIS ONE
LIFE TO MAKE A DIFFERENCE, so make good decisions and work HARD for our
goals for better future for
our children!!!!!!!!!!!

tunity
- Donate money to different projects and organizations
Page-10
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WHAT IS OUR FUTURE REALLY?

This will be where the strong and the weak are
divided. You may think that because you are into
this WP/NS “movement” that you are already of
the strong creed. That is not true, your actions
make you strong and your ignorance makes you
weak. Now if the Gods are on our side and we win
the great battle, would there be a bright future
for our young, and what kind of future do they
have?
The other night I was watching a programme on
TV about these heat waves in Europe and the rest
of the world. What I saw was quite frightening for
me. Because of Man and our complete ignorance
towards nature, we are shaping this earth into
something that is simply not natural. The use of
motor vehicles, industrial plants and our stupidity
is leaving this earth in a mess.
Over time Mother Nature has supplied man with
the goods for his survival, and this is how we pay
her back. In the programme that I watched I was
Page-11

amazed with what I saw, a computer image of
New York in 50 years, with nearly a third of the
city under water. And that is only New York that
they showed.
I live in the middle of Finland, and at this time
of the year the average high should be between +22-+26 degrees celcious, but right now
the highs are +30-+36 degrees celcious, a real
scorcher for this time of year. Every degree the
temperature gets higher the sea level raises 1
meter, believe it or not.
I could go on and on, but the fact is we as humans
have betrayed our giver of life by poisoning her
lungs and turning her form into an endless pit of
garbage. 35 million years ago the Sahara desert
it’s self was a beautiful green land, which is nearly
the size of North America, now it is nothing but
an endless sandpit. How will the rest of the world
look in the future when the heat rises and keeps
rising!!
The Amazon rain forest also considered as the
lungs of the world houses nearly half the world’s
species, and everyday the Amazon is getting
weaker and weaker. Who are we to play God,
and treat this earth like we made and own it? In
my personal view NO race white or black has a
Continue on Page 12

by Robert

The 14 words and the survival of the white race
is the one common goal between us all. I am
convinced that in time there will be some sort of
“RaHoWa” or a mass riot, where we are left to defend our own. As the saying goes: only the strong
survives.

Issue Nº 13 - 2010
right to be live, we should be ashamed of ourselves, but the problem is that the mass of people mainly white are not
ashamed because we listen to everything that is told to us, buy this, buy that, it makes life a lot easier, maybe, but at
what price!!
Ok, enough is enough one might say, but what I can do. I am only one person, that isn’t going to change nothing. That
my friend is wrong, there is a whole lot that you can do.
Every time we switch the lights on and off affects this problem. Don’t be lazy, recycle your rubbish. If you need to go
to the shops, walk or ride your bike. Don’t always jump in your car because it’s faster and more convenient for you.
Even eating meat is a big problem to pollution and the waste of water, now I’m not saying become a vegetarian, just
don’t eat meat every night, it really helps. Think about what you buy from the store, do you really need it, how was it
made and what kind of packet it is in, can it be recycled.
You can also hunt for clothing through the second hand stores, not only do you help the environment you also save
money and you don’t help the rich get richer. Like I said, don’t be lazy. Preserving our planet plays a big roll in the survival of our race. I hope you all can read this and understand it, you’re not a hippie if you recycle.

Be kind to animals, respect them. Our children need to learn about all these things and have an
understanding and a respect towards nature, so they can pass on a clean world to their young. I
beg of you to take this issue seriously.

advertisements
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Three Things

Whites Need to Do
By Aetius

F

rom my observation, as a twenty year-old, white, American, male, the three most
important things whites need to apply to their lives is one, raise larger families and
strengthen family ties. Two, whites need to be aware of current political developments
and be very selective of who they vote for and the intentions of the politicians they vote for.
Three, whites need to alleviate aspects of their leisure time that does not promote white
people in white invented activities and pastimes.
As for the first and most important aspect, Whites desperately need to rebuild the family
unit that was so prevalent in Western society until the latter end of the twentieth century. A
white, married, couple can have a much greater impact on society by raising orderly and intelligent children, than they can by pursuing their own individual careers. For this reason the
family, not the career, must come first for both the man and the women fortunate enough to
partake in the institution of marriage. This does not mean to say they don’t work or provide
a living, this means their primary concern is their family. In regards to the family, whites also
need to overcome the myth that a small family is better than a larger one. There is nothing to
be ashamed of with raising large families (i.e. families consisting of more than four children). In
fact, it should be just the opposite. The more children one has (legitimately) the more reasons
one has to take pride in his or her family. It would be a much saner America if the average family
was more focused on raising future generations and less focused on what to do with their leisure
time and money. Here is a classic example of how quickly our society has become spiteful to the idea
of the large family. Robert Kennedy, U.S. senator from 1965 until 1968 and Democratic presidential
nomination hopeful had eleven children. Unfortunately, there are very few if any, high level white
politicians today raising a family of this size.
ners for both best actor
The second aspect whites need to do to
and best actress were
overcome the anti-white bias in society
African Americans. Clearly, another exThe more children
is to be very aware of our current politample of racial preference, this time
one has (legitimately)
ical situation. Whites need to be very
however, from the entertainment
the more reasons one has to
selective as to who they give their
industry. These are just a few of the
take pride in his or her family. It many areas where whites are either
votes to as well as being knowledgeable to the type of represen- would be a much saner America out rightly discriminated against
tation they are receiving. There is if the average family was more fo- or openly mocked. Whites need to
much talk these days among concused on raising future genera- stand up to this by refusing to supcerned white nationalists about the
port with time and money, those
tions and less focused on what types of sports and films.
possible formation of a pro-white
to do with their leisure time
political party. Whites, concerned
with the future of our race, need to be
It would be a very interesting society to
and money.
ready embrace such a party. For such a
witness if the white population of Amerpolitical party to succeed, whites need to
ica adopted these three aspects. The white
be willing to sacrifice much time and effort at
population of the world would be very large,
the local, regional, and national level.
and with the formation of a single party devoted to the
concerns of the white race, that population would yield
A third factor white nationalist’s should implement into
an unimaginable amount of political clout in world aftheir lives, is the alleviation of entertainment that does
fairs. Also it would be a morally healthy society with
not have a positive pro-white impact. For instance,
positive role models in the sports and entertainment
white nationalist’s need to question whether or not
world.
they should support the two most popular forms of
professional sports in America, the NBA and the NFL.
Statistics show that over seventy percent of the athletes
in both leagues are African Americans. This is certainly
a clear-cut example of the type of agenda in our society today: The black athlete is preferred over the white
athlete. Unfortunately, this agenda is not confined to
just the sports world. In 2002 the Academy Award winPage-13
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Being a part of WAU is a very important part of my life and there are several reasons why I
like it! Below are just some of those reasons:
As a part of WAU, I can be sure that I’m doing everything I can for the survival of the White
race; it may not be much, but everything counts, and doing at least a little is much better
than doing nothing at all and just sit around the whole day and complain about how the
world's gone to hell.
I got to meet terrific people and make very good friends with my sisters! Even if my contact with my sisters worldwide is mainly by Internet, I consider them close friends of mine. It is very important to share your life with people
who understand you and who fight for the same ideals than you.
I have learnt a lot and continue learning, of course. Reading all the articles about Ecology, Society, Politics, History,
etc., and drafting my own articles, has given me a new perspective; as a result, I look forward to reading every issue
of Morrigan Rising and Homefront and I read it from cover to cover! I also spread WAU’s work and values by recommending others to read WAU’s publications and website.
I have also become more interested in Computing! Wanting to make my own flyers and other propaganda material
has encouraged me to research deeper into Computing, in which I had almost no interest before becoming a WAU
member.
To sum up, I can say that being a part of WAU makes me feel like a better person and gives a sense of purpose to
my life. I am very proud of being a WAU member and I’m very sure that I will continue being one for the rest of my
life!
Ivana

I got interested in WAU because I saw that it was a serious organization, based on friendship and honor and that
is exactly what I was looking for in a group. What I loved
was that the girls of WAU never asked me if I was black because I live in South America, they just tried to know my
ideas, they talked to me and they actually wanted to meet
me, so I never felt the pressure of having to clear that I am
not black or Indian just because I live in Latin America.
I realize that in the organization I had opportunities of
helping people and working pro children abuse, that is
one of my most important concerns, that I could feel free
to talk with real friends, and even when sometimes we do
not talk about nationalism all the time, girls have helped
me with my “teenagers problems” and I feel like even
when sometimes we have big differences of ages, they
care about my problems and I have become like a better
person, because I think that there are people out there
that I have to care about and people who care about me.

I have been part of WAU for a little over 19 years and it has
been a wonderful part of my life I feel like I grew up being in WAU, I have met wonderful women because of this
and I have made lifelong friends both male and female.
As a group we have had lot’s of up’s and a few moments
where you wonder if it’s worth it, but when we get together to brainstorm on projects or ways to raise funds
for needy families then it puts it all in perspective. WAU
has been part of my life since I was 18 years old through
good, bad and indifferent and I wouldn’t change a thing.
Vicky WAU Eire

Claudia
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To Our noble White Sisters,
Who help us through all?
To bring truth to the people,
So our RACE will stand tall,
From our heart we give thanks,
Sincerely to thee,
To the women who fight
For Aryan Unity,
Throughout the years,
You have stood by our side,
And helped us claim victory,
With Aryan Pride,
You showed us your hearts,
With the help that you gave,
It is because of your love,
That our race will live,
We hold you in our hearts
Forever in our minds,
And we will walk hand-in-hand,
Until the end of time,
Our love is so great,
And it is extended to YOU!
The precious sisters, Of W.A.U.

Dedication to WAU
from the Aryan Renaissance Society
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fundraisers
From Past & Present

Do you have boxes of toys your children have long
since quit playing with, or a closet full of clothes you
simply don't see yourself wearing any time soon? If so,
there are White families out there who could benefit
from your extras you probably haven't given much
thought to.
As a recent expansion to our baby drive, Women for
Aryan Unity is running an Aryan Family Clothing Program, which also encompasses children's toys, baby
items and furniture. Thanks to the generosity displayed by our comrades, this program is off to a great
start, and WAU has been able to send out parcels on a
regular basis.
Though many families have already received packages,
there are still countless others out there who could use
a little extra help. If you would like to make a donation,
and even the smallest items are always appreciated,
please contact one of the WAU chapters listed below.
Or, if you yourself are in need of anything,please do
not hesitate to get in touch. Simply contact the e-mail
address below with a name and mailing address, and
anything you are in need of. Please be sure to mention
the genders and sizes when appropriate, and rest assured that everything is strictly confidential. Remember we've all been
there, that's why we're so happy
This Fundraise
to be able to offer help when
ended in 2004, thanks
it's needed!
to everybody who
donated.

Throughout the years, Women for
Aryan Unity ran a variety of
fundraisers and programs.

IBERIAN
LYNX
Fund
The world’s most endangered big cat lives NOT in Africa, Asia or South America, but right here in EUROPE.
The Iberian Lynx, sometimes called Europe’s Tiger, is
disappearing so fast it could be extinct in two years.
Ancient times have said that the Lynx is a mysterious
cat with supernatural powers. There are only about
100 of these beautiful creatures left and less than a
dozen that are breeding females. The lynx prey most
on rabbits and with the evolution of several viruses,
the destruction of its prey and habitat are it’s largest
threat. Man has also made their own contribution to
the cats decline. They are sometimes killed by traps set
for rabbits, hit by cars as new roads are built, and of
course illegal hunting. If nothing is done, the Iberian
Lynx with likely be extinct in 10-20 years, but it could
be a soon a 5 years. A breeding program and revival of
the rabbit population must be put into affect as quickly as possible to help to restore the population.
The mission? Help to save them!
WAU Portugal is gathering money to donate to SOS
Lynx to save our beautiful Europe’s tiger. If you would
like to help out just contact us or if you would like to
make a donation directly to SOS Lynx contact them.
WAU Portugal would like to give a BIG THANK YOU to everyone who had supported this fund raising. We had collected
250€ and sent it to the SOS Lynx. Although we never got
back any answer, not even a thank you note.
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Women for Aryan Unity, since its beginnings, have been conscientious
of the dangers that may be out there for our children in a selfish and
violent society.
These days, in Latin America, many white children have had to leave
their schools because of their lack of opportunities, because their parent don’t have money to pay for a better education, so children have
to leave school in order to work to pay for their education. That’s why
you see children working in the corners, asking for food or a coin and
government doesn’t do anything.
Unfortunately the results of this is that children have to leave school
definitely, and in the long time that makes them burglars, drug dealers
or prostitutes. That’s the reality of some White Children in Latin America!!
A woman for Aryan Unity is aware of social problems of our comrades,
and we know that our children are the future of our Nations and Race.
If we don’t educate our kids, in few years, there will be no White Race in
Latin America.
When you donate a copybook, a book, or just a pencil, you are giving
the opportunity to many children to study. You are helping them to stay
in school. You are helping us to make the future of our White Race.
Remember, only education can make us better people to our fight.
Donate Education… Donate a future

Donate a Future is
actually working very well.
Today I made order in the donations and we will be able to give a full
package of school supplies to each kid,
consisting in copybooks, text books, pencils,
art class supplies and even aprons that they
need so much!! On Monday I will go to the shelter
to ask if we can make that party, because that
home is supported by police and they are a little
bit careful with food for kids, but I will go and ask
anyway.
At first we thought it was not going to work,
but it WILL !!! Im so excited for getting this
project started!!!
Thanks to everybody who
donated!
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Yesterday we had news of
a child who’s father died from
leukemia. Now he is alone with his
mother who doesn’t work at all, and
they live with their grandparent. So he
will be our first kid in being directly
benefit with the “Donate a Future”
WAU Chile

We were not expecting this one coming, but in 2
months we gathered hundreds of
items, everybody wanted to donate to
this one and everybody had old material
they did not used anymore. All the material
we gathered were sent to BH Romania in
May 2005, Who distributed it in Moldavian
schools to the students with better grades
trying to reward those students.
WAU Portugal

WAU fundraisers & Projects
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Welcome to the World

Little One
One of the most important roles a woman may play in her life
is that of the Mother. As a nurturer and an educator, the way
she raises her children will have an immeasurable effect on
their adult selves. As mothers, it is our job to ensure that our
children are brought up with strong values, that they have
healthy bodies as well as minds, and that they have the tools
necessary to make responsible decisions when they finally
leave the nest. Yet at the same time, we want them to enjoy
the simplicity and innocence of youth while it lasts, and to
shelter them from the sickness that permeates the world outside the haven that we, their mothers, have created for them.
This balancing act is not an easy one, and the task of molding
a person, before they can make choices for themselves, is a
heavy responsibility. For this reason, Women for Aryan Unity
have joined up with Blood and Honour to give out an award
to some special mothers out there.
We will award five mothers a German Motherhood Cross
based upon the submission we get on them as well as votes,
we will also give out various other prizes to all mothers entered!

20 0
4W
“Melissa Guille

If you know of a mother, father or family, soon expecting a baby or with a newborn please e-mail
WAU to find out about receiving your Welcome to
the World Little One package. All information is entirely confidential.
This Project is not charity for the poor, but more of
a thank you to all the Moms and Dads bringing new
Aryan Children into the world, its WAU's way of saying thank you for Securing Our Future.

n
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is an attentive and caring
mother. She is also a proud and
dedicated white woman. She stands
as a shining example for all women
in our struggle,” writes fellow Londoner
Jason Ouwendyk in nominating Guille for
the Women for Aryan Unity’s woman-of-theyear award.
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This sounds like a very great project and one
i know would help a lot with new parents to
be. Good luck with it.
Dear WAU,
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w
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The winner was to get a German Motherhood Cross, which was awarded to
women in Nazi Germany who gave
birth to the largest number of
children.”

WAU presents "Welcome to
the World Little One" an
initiative to secure the
future of our Folk - one
child at a time. This gift
package is designed to
help out with a newborn's first needs. This
kit includes: receiving
blankets, sleepers, baby
suits, booties, diapers,
baby wipes, bibs, safety latches and other
baby care needs.
Each kit is specially
created individually:
addressing the needs
of each baby and their
parents. What a wonderful way to enter our world!
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Sara from WAU getting the Silver
Motherhood Cross

er s

Patty from American Front getting the
Gold Motherhood Cross

Anita Ann Oppen getting the Bronze
Motherhood Cross
Zoe, Daniel and Anne will get
the Himmler Motherhood
Brooches .

hey this is xxxx, just writing a quick letter
thanking you for the baby clothes/goodies. Its
much appreciated. We haven't come up with
a baby name for her yet. We keep disagreeing
on the names we come up with. As soon as we
find one we will let you know. And i definitely
plan on breast-feeding. Well thank you again
and we'll keep in contact.
sincerly xxxxxxx
I'm sincerely appreciative of WAU's support
and kindness and I thank you from the bottom of my heart, as does Ameriah.
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I WANTED TO THANK EVERYONE WHO DONATED TO THE YULE
FUND. THIS WAS THE BEST YULE WE’VE
HAD IN A LONG TIME. IT WAS THE BEST
YEAR WE’VE HAD IN QUITE SOME TIME AND
IT’S ALL BECAUSE OF YOU WHO DONATED. IT
WAS SO WONDERFUL TO SEE MY SON’S FACE
LIGHT UP THE WAY IT. THANK YOU AGAIN FROM
THE BOTTOM OF OUR HEARTS. I DON’T KNOW
WHAT WE WOULD’VE DONE WITHOUT WAU,
AND THE REST OF YOU. HAVE A WONDERFUL
NEW YEAR.

Yuletide Fund
Throughout the year, Women for Aryan Unity runs a variety of fundraisers and programs in order to provide support for our Aryan prisoners and their families. One of our
most gratifying efforts is our Aryan Prisoners Family Yuletide Fund, which involves raising awareness so that folk can
donate toys or gift cards to help us send out Yuletide gifts
to the families of our Prisoners of War on their behalf. Our
hope is to help ease the pain involved in having a mother
or father incarcerated during the holidays.
With the help of both racialist individuals as well as organizations, including various record labels, WAU has been able
to make a difference in the lives of many children. Due to
the wonderful success of this program in the past, we plan
to continue the program this year, as well as in the years
to come. But we can only do as much as the people who
help us. Our contributors donate items that we later raffle
off. Racialist prizes, such as clothing items, books, CDs, and
DVDs are always welcome for our raffles. Since our aim is
to raise as much money for the fund as possible, we always
hope to have enough prizes to provide plenty of incentive! As Yule approaches, we begin selling the tickets for
our raffle to raise funds to buy gifts. Once the selling period is over, we draw names and a list of winners is posted,
and prizes are sent out. The collected donations are then
sent our families in need, usually along with a card from
the incarcerated parent. It all begins with the donations of
prizes and the ticket sales, so it is with the help of all our
racial friends that we are able to present this opportunity
to these families.
Our last four Yule funds were very successful; we collected
enough toys and gift cards to help Aryan Families throughout the USA and Europe. Past donators have included Blood
and Honour, Rune and Sword Productions, Many SF members , Wotans Volk, Aryan Wear and many more individuals!
We cannot thank all of our supporters enough for their help
in previous years and years to come; it is with your support
that we are able help take care of our own and to light up
some little faces when they need it most.

MANY THANKS,
TAMI, MIKE AND DAKOTA

Thank you for all the

wonderful things that you!!!

I

was blessed with your help this holiday

season!!

You really made a difference! I don’t

usually make public announcements naming those

that help our family, but

WAU is very special!! They

put so much love into everything that they do.

A special thanks to everyone that enabled WAU to help
our family and other families in need!
I encourage everyone that has the means to contribute to WAU, to do so!! You’ll never meet a more
worthy organization!!! Thank You WAU for
everything!!!
T. Doles

WAU Christmas
Fund in Chile worked amazing !!!! That was like my first year
doing it, and I loved it, the cool part
was that kids thought that Santa actually had gone to their houses, I almost
cried! (ok, I cried, I admit it) That was so
cool. Next year we are planning to do it
with old people too!!!
Thanks to all
who have supported

Claudia

this years Yulefund, WAU
Wyoming is buying Ian Gaudins
new Yule bike, know that he has
his ultimate Yule Gift because you
helped us acheive it..

Unity Is Strength~
Vicky
Continue on Page 22
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2002: The support for our first Yuletide Fund was outstand-

ing, we have 9 very happy youngsters thanks to you all, and 4
Dads & Moms who are overjoyed also, keep up the good work
comrades…
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Ian & I want thank

you all for your kindness.

I love

the locket and the frame please tell all

2003: Over $600 was spent this year on 9 different people on

our Yule Fund List, and we also had a little over $200 left which
was donated to a prisoner in PA. Our member in Missouri had a
great time buying for a 12 year-old boy; he got some great stuff
and we were told by her mother the day after Yule how thrilled
he was with what he got! Thanks to all who helped us with this
year’s Fund, we are forever grateful for your support! In Europe
WAU raised 230 euro for the Fund, and gifts were bought for
2 girls in Italy. 18 euro that remained was donated to Excalibur Publications. A big thanks to everyone who supported this
Fund and helped to create a happier Yule for these children!

2004: Another Yule Fund was a great success for WAU; we

would like to thank Tuesday for all her wonderful work and support on this year’s Fund. Many familes throughout the world
were helped this year. In Europe we were able to buy gifts for
4 boys, 2 girls and 3 mothers in Rumania. B&H Rumania confirmed that the gifts arrived safely and they were opened with
great joy! A special thanks to Portugal where so many people
bought our raffle tickets! Our member in Chile raised about
$20 which was used to buy 3 T-shirts and 2 DVDs. An Argentinian comrade also donated approx. 8 dollars which enabled
WAU to make 10 Christmas boots with candies and chocolates.
The boxes caaaaaaaaaamI don’t know how
I can ever thank or repay such generosity. I am
feeling truly humbled.without words to express and too
much emotion. It’s incredible!
mmmmeeeeeeeee!!!!!

The supervisor from our post office brought them over here in a truck
just for them !!! And -oh my goodness- when I opened the first shipping box I almost just fell out ! The children are going to gp berserk ! And
there’s even one with my name on it. Would you please give me direction as
to where I might write a public letter of thanks ? A lot of people contributed
and gave time and energy * especially you two. We’ll never forget this. Our
kids have been through it, and this year really was bad. My own father who I’ve
always known I could rely on couldn’t help us. There will be thank you notes
from the children and photos and our most heartfelt gratitude – but what
can I do ? To give back. May I please donate paintings for upcoming raffles ?
Donavan had written and asked I thank everyone on his behalf, when he
got WAU’s letter he called and told me how blessed we were to have
you all in our lives..
Okay – I had better get up and hide the packages *hehehehehe
This is incredible ! We really do have family

Thanks to all SF

XXXX

forum members who have

WAU
2004 Yule Fund. Congratulations to all
already contributed to the

who have already purchased chances on the
raffle

- whomever wins first prize will truly be
blessed!

It is a great that we all pull together -showing
our concern for White children and families in
need- especially during the holiday season.
Again, I encourage all to join us in
this effort.
Karen

the ladies

I thank them from the bottom of
my heart.

Enclosed are some pictu res of Ian and his new bike he
6yrs old. He still believes in Santa
clause. I hope there is someway you can share the
pictures with the girls.

was so surprised at

[...] Again we both thank you and send love. I
***** for all the
letters of encouragement you send. Again

especially want to thank you

we both thank you and send our love

Kathleen and Ian.”

2005: We would like to thank you all for your tre-

mendous support during our annual Yuletide Fund; in
the USA we were able to send gifts to 3 different families totaling 11 people. You made another Yuletide a
memorable one for the Families of our Prisoners and
The Gaudin Family! With all the proceeds and support were able to get Ian Gaudin his first Big Boy Bike.
In Europe WAU raised 464 euro for a family in Finland
whose father is in jail; thanks to people in France, Holland, Ukraine, Rumania, Italy, Finland and England for
their donations and fundraising, and thanks to all who
advertised this, it went better than any year before!

2006: WAU would like to thank everyone who sup-

ported our annual Yule Fund – freebird, Baptiste, Marc,
B&H Ukraine, Skins4Skins, E.D.A. Propaganda and others. In Europe we raised 500 euro for the Finnish family and 375 euro was donated after the shipping costs
of sold items and raffle prizes. The mother used the
money for children’s gifts, and one part she sent to the
father in jail, and one part was put in save for a common trip. Below is a New Year’s card from the mother
including this message and a thanks to everyone, it’s
written in Finnish:

2007: This autumn WAU Finland received some item

donations (CDs, prisoner-made clocks, clothing) and
although everything had not been sold by Yule WAU
raised 134,6 euro – 40 euro for prisoner support in Italy, 20 euro for a prisoner in Helsinki and 75 euro for a
prisoner and his family in Eastern Finland. Thanks again
to Skins4Skins and freya79, and everyone who bought
the items and even donated extra. I would also like to
thank V-P and other imprisoned comrades in Finland
for making such beautiful items for us to sell – everyone just loved them!
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I would like to thank
the dedicated Women of W.A.U. for their
help on my site. You
have restored my faith
in the White Aryan Woman
as the Goddesses of our Ancestors
beliefs.
David Eden Lane 2007

Thanks a lot to M-R/ Salli and WAU
for showing interest in us. And lots
of Nordic greetings to all Aryan
Freedomfighters all around the
world. United we will win.
Werner, Boot Boys Oslo / Gleipne
(2002, from an Interview With a
Norwegian POW)

POW

fundraising
POW fundraising has always been at the core of WAU's structure, since
our inception in 1990 we have always done publications geared towards our kin in jail and then we added the fundraising aspect, we
have been able to help out a lot of prisoners in the last two decades,
most recently we started the Adopt A Bruder fund for members of
The Order and the success of this project has been amazing, with the
combined efforts of many groups and individuals we have been able
to support these men financially for over 4 years. If you would like to
help us support our Bruders then get in touch...

I would like to thank
everyone who has
made the Free The
Order site what is is
today. I know Vicky
has had to put up with
my nitpicking over typos and they
deserve my special thanks. Thanks
for putting up with my bullheadedness, know that i am simply driven
to be the best we can at all our endeavors.
Richard Kemp

POW FUND 2001 : WAU USA first POW fundraiser was a very successful $$$
raiser. The first drive we had raised $500 for POWS. This money was sent out to
POWS in Virginia, California, and to some of the ARS guys. Each POW was sent
$50 and from the feedback I received it was a great help to all of them. It feels
good to help those out behind the wire and everyone needs to continue to
make this fund a success!
POW FUND 2001: Our second drive was funded from CD donations from the
European White Knights of the KKK, the money was to originally go to a POW
family in the UK, but the family declined the donation as they felt another family in more need could benefit, so we donated the $270 raised to our pow family
traveling fund, and it was great fully received. We had hoped to raise more $$$
from the 60 cds we had received, but more then half were taken by the cops in
raids all over the UK.
POW FUND 2002: Our third POW drive that WAU USA handled was from donations sent it from supporters and the sale of cds that were donated by Straightlaced Nightmare from Texas! Those guys donated 20 cd’s and a big CHEERS
Continue on Page 24
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Thanks again
to WAU for
covering half
of the cost for
the burial plot
for "Johnny Hate
Crime" Cox, this could
not have happened without your
generous contribution.
American Front

WAU fundraisers & Projects
goes out to them for such great support! This fund totaled
$245 and $100 was sent to 2 different POWS, one in Virginia and one in Colorado and then $45 was put towards the
publication of our POW zine that helps support our prisoners as well. Everyone, who has helped out and supported
this fund, we Thank You from the bottom of our hearts and
we hope that the support remains the same and only gets
better!
POW FUND 2002 : Our fourth fund was another very successful one, with the 50 cds we had donated we are at present raising money for pows in the USA, UK; Norway and
Sweden .WAU Finland: We would like to thank all of you
who bought the CD's and helped to raise money (143e) for
the Norwegian POW organization/zine. WAU Sweden has
raised 1200 kr from her cd sales, 600 kr went a prisoner we
can't name due to extreme hate laws in Sweden, the second amount of 600kr will be donated shortly. WAU USA
donated $200 to prisoners in Colorado and Virginia. The
money raised by WAU England was used for our clothing
program since the UK prisoner we had planned on donating too was released.
POW FUND 2003 : Our first Aryan Family Prisoners Yuletide
Fund 03' fundraiser was a huge success, this time we decided to raise $ for the children and wives of our Aryan Kin
behind the wire, we sent toys and gifts to 9 children and
3 moms, and we are happy to say we raised over $1,000.
With the $120 we had left over we used it for Easter Baskets
for some of the children on our list from Yule. Thanks to
the following for donating to our fundraiser: http://www.
panzerfaust.com http://www.upfrontrecords.org - Beth &
Gideon - JJT - CelticGirlTx - MistWraith - Zoe - Metal Warrior
- Mike 1 - Mike 2 - Nate - Andrew - Northern Bastion - Proudgirl - Robin Goodfellow - Napalmu88 - CreatorAnne - Dkat
- Gunmoll - Kathleen... A big thank you guys, we thank you
from the bottom of our hearts.
POW FUND 2004: WAU's Prisoner Raffle 2004 We are once
again looking for support for our latest fundraising raffle,
this time we are trying to raise $ for two Aryan Prisoners
who need money to help cover upcoming legal bills, both
Prisoners have been verified and are legit Aryan Prisoners.
The Men in question reside in prisons located in NJ and CO.
So far we have had 25+ cds and several t-shirts donated
for prizes, so if anyone is interested in donating a prize or
wants to buy a ticket email wauirehqs@hotmail.com we accept online payments as well as snail mail, the first 10 people to donate $10 will get a Small Odal Rune Flag and Celtic
Cross Badge, we'd like to thank Groen Rechts Belgium for
the Flags and Badges!
POW FUND 2004: With the help of kin all over the USA and
Europe the women of WAU were able to send the families
6 prisoners over $700 in Yuletide gifts, we would like to
salute all those who made another Aryan Prisoners Family
yuletide Fund a success!
POW FUND 2005 : WAU USA had 6 reps at this years Aryan
Fest, through the combined efforts of all who attended we
were able to raise over $600 for prisoners throughout the
USA..
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Adopt a Bruder
Freetheorder.org
Freetheorder.org is a website
created and maintained by the
Women in WAU in Honour of each
of the members of Der Bruder Schweigen. WAU have been sponsoring a program called Adopt a Bruder
for over 5 years now. Our goal was to
establish a program to ensure that each Order m e m b e r
was / is receiving financial support while imprisoned. As individuals, most of us cannot afford to donate to seven people
each month; as a group, we can form a network with the ability to collectively provide each member with funds, seeing
that no one is overlooked. So far we have managed to create a decent network of comrades and friends who support
the bruders, like member of FTO Sweden, Blood and Honour
Scotland and many individual Racialists. We need new sponsors on a regular basis.
The program involves “adopting” a member to donate money to each month. There is no minimum amount; you must
merely pledge to send a certain amount and hold to it. You
are always free to send more, and if for some reason you cannot make your pledge one month, we simply ask that you let
us know so we can make sure the money comes from elsewhere. Ultimately, we would like to see each prisoner with
two assigned sponsors, each contributing $25 a month, with
any other donations supplementing that base amount.
You will be sending your own money orders or Western
Union transfers; you do not need to trust us to handle your
money, though a Paypal address will be made available for
those who prefer to donate that way. You may remain as
anonymous as you would like; all that is required is an email
address or other means of checking in each month.
Each month, a sponsor sends money to his or her “adopted”
prisoner. Once the money has been sent, a sponsor needs
to contact waueire@yahoo.co.uk to report the amount and
date and that’s it.
With each person contributing a little money, a little time,
and a stamp, we can show these men our gratitude and support. By each doing what we can within our own means, we
can combine our efforts to make a considerable difference.
Anyone interested in participating should contact waueire@
yahoo.co.uk ; please spread the word about this program.
Those who may have thought a small contribution was pointless before may be more inclined to send support when they
know others are doing the same. This is an instance where
every little bit counts, and it is the “little bits” that will make
this program a success.
Hail The Order, Free The Order.
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WAU's cookbook

Food ~ Folk ~ Family
WAU's cookbook, Food ~ Folk ~ Family, was a
unique publication, as it is not merely a collection of "traditional" recipes; these are the recipes
that we cook every day, and the recipes that have
been passed on through our very own families.
We chose to keep these low-key and not to include any racial/political material, so the cookbooks will make fantastic gifts for family members
who may not have necessarily been comfortable
with them otherwise.
WAU are working on a new cookbook for middle
to late 2010, our first cookbook that was released
over 5 years ago was a huge success, and since
we have all been cooking more and testing out
new and old recipes we think it's time for part 2.

Here is what some Folk had to say about our last cookbook..
I just got my copy the other day - fantastic! I can't wait to try out all the yummy
recipes - I might even order one for my
mother. I made Glory's Old Fashioned
Christmas Cutout Cookies, which were a
I made your Hens in a Blanket from the big hit - that frosting is to die for!
WAU Cook book tonight Vicky. I never Porzellanpuppe NY
thought of that before. I had to make
my own biscuits though, didn't have any Got my cookbook 2 days ago. I'm hoping
crescent rolls in the fridge. Kids loved it will help my wife see another side of
WN. Thanks!
them and they were quick!
Mike Chicago
Glory88
Mine Just came and my own Mother just
stole my cookbook!!!
I need another one!
Anne NJ

My book arrived on Friday I love it, well
done everybody involved you have done
a marvelous job.
Lilith
I made up the venison meatloaf a few
days ago - how yummy is that! It made
great leftover sandwiches the next day
too. This cookbook has lots of surprises
and all of them pretty tasty..
Karen PA

My husband is kind of quirky about some
foods and prefers to have meatballs with
a red sauce. So rather than shaping the
meat into balls, I made them into patties
to make hamburger steaks. I followed
the rest of the recipe otherwise. He said
they were fantastic on white rice; he
and my three-year-old devoured them.
Plus they were a cinch to make, so I liked
them to.
Amanda NC

Thanks to everyone who was involved
in "Food - Folk - Family" what a tremendous effort !!!! I was fortunate to receive
a copy as a gift. I have already had a
great deal of interest in others obtaining
a copies thus the amount of jumpies to
give you an idea of how very well it has
been received here.
Must feel really good to have made such
an accomplishment. Thanks
Rose Australia
Had the "Company meatballs" last night
and 10 out of 10 for that recipe
Steelcap Boot USA
I just got my cookbook in the mail today
and I am so impressed! It is a beautiful
book with fantastic recipes Thank you so
much.
Cesare Missouri

It arrived today. Mrs LeMey loves it. You
ladies did a top notch job! I'll recommend it on a couple of forums I belong
Just received my copies in the mail today I made the Stromboli from page 50 the to.
right on time for Yule gifts, thanks again. other night and it was awesome! My 14 Words,
picky husband even loved it! I can't wait Curtis
Matt Spencer USA
to make the blueberry crumble dessert
tomorrow!
Amber CO
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In these last 2 decades wau girls have been an active part of the movement organizing events, supporting and working with other organizations, attempting to gatherings, demonstrations, gigs, by going to
these events like the Ian Stuart Memorial in the UK, Aryan Fest in the
USA, or the Rudolf Hess March in Germany we have been able to make
friendships that have lasted over a decade, and with these friendships
comes trust which made fundraising for various projects so much easier, having these long established friendships with the different organizations and individuals throughout the world have made projects
like Adopt A Bruder, our Yule Fund and Baby Drive a bigger success
than we could have imagined. We look forward to another two decades of new friendships and maintaining the one’s we have already
established.

WAU Remembers
Our
Fallen
in Hungary
It starts with our trip to Hungary, the town of Budapest, there is a memorial
march dedicated to NS soldiers who fought in the Second World War, who
fought and defended the town of Budapest against Communists. It was early
morning when we sat in the car and drove. The drive took us 7 hours. On the
borders we had no problems, so we didn’t lose much time. The Worst situation was in Budapest.
We entered the town at 16:30. The Busiest time: people are doing their business or going home after long working day. Streets were full of cars, so finally
we reached our destination, where we needed to be, after one hour. The memorial march and gig were planned for Saturday 12/02/05, but we arrived
there four days earlier, because of various reasons, and the reasons were: to
look on the town, its beautiful architecture and just to relax. Our Hungarian
friends, who accompanied us for our stay in their homeland, greeted us. In
all next few days, many comrades came to Budapest, our Czech comrades
from the band Imperium, our boys who drove a few days after us, Ukrainian
boys and the band Sokira Peruna, friends from Moscow and others. All that
time we were together: we walked in the streets, drank beer, made jokes and
made photos.
The important thing is that we have met each other here, in Budapest, and
it was great, it makes us more than friends! We came here because of we
wanted to show our pride for our Race and show our loyalty for our ideals.
Saturday was the day we patiently awaited for, and finally it had come. The
Meeting time was announced, and at 14:00 we were in a square named “Hero’s square” in the center of Budapest. Unfortunately the police didn’t let our
March go down the town’s streets, so we had to stay in “Hero’s Square”! There
were nearly 1000 of our comrades there, who came to stand in Honour of our
Fallen N.S. Soldiers.
People stood in several columns, and each column was made of three lines.
When the music started to play, the first column marched. After that second
and third column and till all columns marched. When we stood at our places,
the music was finished. In front of every column there was boy with a flag.
The Speech: It was also very important. There were different Hungarian men:
members of Blood and Honour Hungary; A Poet, who told us a very emotional poem, motivated by patriotism; members of Germany politic party NPD,
and other Hungarian Comrades. On that day the weather was very cold, and
snowing. So we stood there, on that square, for 2 hours, and we didn’t move.
I didn’t feel my arms and legs, and I think that others also felt the same, because of cold. I saw that boy had fallen down. And after everything, when it
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The first B&H Suomi Finland concert was arranged on March 22nd in
Helsinki, Finland. Bands that played
were Mistreat, Celtic Warrior and
Saga from Sweden. The place was
crowded, comrades all over Finland
attended and also from UK, Sweden
and Estonia. Still everything went
fine & without problems, B&H SF
could not have hoped for a better
start for their group and they are already planning for their second concert in May! I personally look forward
to it and hope all the best for their
work.
WAU Finland

International fest

“FROM GREAT BRITAIN TO GREAT RUS”

WHITES LOAD (Ukraine) KOLOVRAT
(Russia) SOKYRA PERUNA (Ukraine)
BRUTAL ATTACK (Great Britain)
It is hard to believe that it was not
a dream…The Ukraine was Brutally
Attacked by the legendary WP warriors! Half-year efforts to overcome
difficulties with organizing their
visit finally lead to success – BRUTAL ATTACK had roared in Ukraine!!!
We didn’t believe that we would
see these guys until we shook their
strong tattooed hands in “Borispol”
airport when Ken, Bred and Khris entered the ancient land of Ukraine.
WAU Ukraine

Continue on Page 27
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finished, I saw that other people had also fallen down!
There was one accident that I remember very well; at the end of the demonstration, when we stood and listened to
music, the CD stopped in the middle of an old song, because of the cold, so in that moment I thought; it is not good
situation, and what will happen now? So after that happened all the people started to sing that song together! And it
was really great! I didn’t know the words, because the song was in Hungarian, but I was very proud of that! That people
didn’t lose themselves in that situation, and started to sing it together! It was wonderful!
So, the March finished and we went to eat and drink hot tea. But we had just one hour, and after that we needed to go
to the gig. It was a Long distance away; the place of gig was far away from the town. And after two hours and much
secrecy we reached the place where the gig was.
When we entered the bar, The German band had already finished their set, and on the stage was the Czech band Imperium. They sang six songs, the last one was “cleaver man”, and it was really great fun! All the people at the show started
to dance, and all Czech boys sang the song!
Titkolt Ellenallas – A Hungarian band, have made big BOOM with a song “Kitartas”, it means “Sieg Heil”. Then Sokira Peruna – A Ukrainian band entered the stage and started to play some ballad songs. Kolovrat – A Russian
band, after that I had no voice, because I also sang a lot. Kolovrat started with a song “Russia
belongs to me” and finished with a song “Kolovrat-Russia” as in the film “Romper Stomper”
when they had big party.
After that there was one more Hungarian band, but unfortunately we could not stay at
the gig for that band, because we needed to get to Budapest. The Singer from Kolovrat
and his girlfriend were in our car, and they had to be at the airport early in the morning,
to fly back to Moscow, and we also wanted to go to sleep, because early in the morning
we wanted to go to the Czech Republic.
So, I can say that it was great 6 days of our holidays, and I am sure that we will repeat that trip!
WAU Hungary

WAU Portugal March to

Keep Turkey out of the EU!
Like the rest of Europe, on the 12th of February 2005, 160 Portuguese nationalists marched in Lisbon, against Turkey joining
EU. Carrying flags of all the European Countries in the EU, to
show the big European Family we are and show we are all together fighting those who try to extinguish us.
We marched along Liberty Ave. (Lisbon Main Street) and
stopped in front of the EU Commission Building, where some
people from the organization read a statement with the facts
which should keep turkey out of our European family... Also carrying banners with some statements like “Turkey= Terrorism
+ Immigration + Drugs - capitalists say yes, folk say no”, “Turkey NO! Europe for Europeans! Among the Nationalists who
marched that day where W.A.U. Portugal, National Front Portugal, PNR, PNR-Porto, and many other Portuguese Nationalists,
and supporters of those
groups. The March was a
success considering Portugal is a Small country
and considering many of
the people who keep talking and talking are still are
afraid to go to streets and
show their pride.
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Race day
WAU Argentina

On October 11 wau Argentina performed a new activity
for the day of the race. We designed a poster and glued
all over Buenos Aires. Despite the latest incidents between nationalists and the police, everything was fine
and quiet.
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WAU Argentina

Girl’s Meetings
Our meeting finally took place last Saturday. We served tea and
ate some pastries, while we watched Leni Riefensthal's first documentary, "Der Sieg des Glaubens". Then, we discussed about it and
about other subjects that came up as we spoke. This was the first
of a series of meetings that will take place along the year. We hope
that next time more girls can come!

El encuentro se realizó con
la idea de nuclear a todas
aquellas mujeres NS con
ganas de trabajar y hacer
nuevas acitividades. El encuentro también consitió
en realizar una panfleteada
con temática "DROGAS
Y ALCOHOL: ASESINOS
DE NUESTRA JUVENTUD".
Creimos importante este
tema, ya que a medida que
el tiempo pasa, los adolescentes se ven envueltos en
problemas como la drogadicción y el alcoholismo.
También cabe destacar el
apoyo incondicional y la
confianza de camaradas.

WAU Argentina

Book Club
The mechanics will be as follows: each member
will read a book per month and, by the end of
each month, we will get together to discuss about
what we have read, and we all may ask questions
about what the others read. The books may dealt
with any subject we find interesting: Politics, Ecology, NS, History, Racialism, and so on.
The aim is to foster reading and discussion among
WAU Argentina members.

advertisements
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Ian Stuart Memorial
England

Eye of Odin (South East London) where first up, for those of you that
don’t yet heard them, this band is very heavy, very odinistic and very
good. They are far removed from the usual skinhead type sound, but
their great stage presence, loyal lyrics and tight set was enough to win
over even the most hardened ‘Oi’ fan. They were followed by Armco
(Italy), now I have no idea what this band was singing about, because
their whole set was in Italian, but I loved them, really good tight more
traditional skinhead sound, that got a lot of people (like myself) going
for it. I recognized a few of the members from being in bands from
Italy. Ultima Ratio (Germany) played, but I missed their whole set!
Which is a shame, because by all reports, I really missed something
good. There was a line up at the bar, and a girl has got to do some
shopping and there where loads of people to meet and catch up with.
I made sure I didn’t miss Whitelaw (Midlands, England) who were next,
over the years they have been together, they have become one of the
better known bands on the scene, and definitely a favourite with a lot
of people.

Rudolf Hess

by WAU Portugal

Like every year and all over Europe, WAU Portugal and other 100 comrades tried to gather
and organize a small parade in front of German embassy in Lisbon to honor Rudolf Hess.
Although when we start to arrive the police
forbid us to enter in the embassy street.
Although and despite the police we still
marched in a main street near the embassy
where we distribute some flyers in honor of
the great man Rudolf Hess was and to show
he will never be forgotten.

For those of you who have ‘Take the Salute’, Whitelaw really kick arse
live, far more rocked out and powerful, they where a really good act.
Bulldog Breed (Midlands, England) was another band there was no
way I was going to miss, I love all of their stuff and it was great seeing
them play. It was later in the night, but they were great and pulled
of a really great set, with H.F.F.H being an obvious favourite with all
the Hammers present. Legion of St George (West London) are one of
the older bands around and have obviously perfected their style over
the years they have been together, pretty much everyone was having
a bit of sing-a-long with them. Noie Werte (Germany) are one of my
favourite bands, Am Puls der Zeit is definitely an album that you want
to own!!! They are really tight, melodic, and talented and it was great
to see them play live, probably ‘Fuck the USA’ went down with the
crowd the best. Last up was Celtic Warrior, everyone knows them and
everyone knows that this band really rocks and their set was a brilliant
way to finish off the night. Even though Billy lost his voice after a few
numbers and guitarist Brad finished the set with some help from the
enthusiastic crowd. Blood and Honour England had obviously put a lot
of hard work into the gig, and it was a night that really paid off. Well
over a thousand people, from many different countries, were united
under the banner of Blood and Honour.

The important thing is that we have met each
other here, in Budapest, and it was great, it
makes us more than friends! We came here
because of we wanted to show our pride for
our Race and show our loyalty for our ideals.

PETA WAU Canberra

WAU C. Republic

White Nationalist gathering

By WAU Portugal

WAU Portugal gathered 60 comrades from all over the country
to promote WAU, publications, funds and activities. After a brief
speech and introduction of WAU where everyone could make his
questions, give their suggestions and opinions we all shared a traditional dinner followed by a night on downtown where we distribute some flyers and propaganda and spend some time together.
WAU Portugal
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WAU Czech Republic

Remembers Our Fallen
in

Hungary
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March to
Preserve Family values

Ian Stuart Memorial
Australia 2001

and against pedophilia
Since WAU's main goal is preserving family values and protecting our children we
couldn't had miss this march. About 500
people attended to this March to show
how they are disappointed who governments and society neglects family values
as well pedophilia and children safety.
We took this chance and who how we are
unsatisfied with such things as gay marriage, gay adoption and protection of pedophiles instead of the victims.
The event was a success and despite of
the verbal attacks from many gays who
were watching the march no incidents
were noticed.
WAU Portugal

On Saturday September 22nd Blood & Honour Victoria held their annual
gig in respect to the late Ian Stuart Donaldson, many people turned up
to pay tribute and all in all have a good time. Starting off the night was
Death's Head making their first appearance since relocating to Melbourne from QLD with a new drummer and bassist joining them on
stage for a tight fast paced set of thrashed out tunes from their new CD
plus a few covers that got the night going.
Next up was Melbourne’s very own Hard Rock/Metal outfit Ravenous
who have quickly become a favourite amongst us Aussies, they played
a great set of mostly originals then joined on stage by Doug singing a
couple Skrewdriver classics, this band is always a pleasure to see. The
dance floor had been pretty much empty for the majority of the night
but when Fortress took to the stage that soon changed, they played
an excellent set of classics from all their albums...plus the usual covers,
Motorheads Ace of Spades always gets the crowd going crazy, they are
certainly never a let down as most people who have seen them play
before would know. So it was a great time had by all not a single fight or
problem throughout the night except for the running out of beer!! The
night was a huge success.
JADE WAU Melbourne

advertisements
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Remember the fallen
WAU Portugal with a few friends did a homage to
the 7 German pilots murdered by RAF in a small
sea shore village called Aljezur, Portugal. We deposit some flowers and did a small speech.
These 7 pilots from Fockwulfe were taken down
by RAF while flying over Ponta da Atalaia at 9 July
1943. At that time they were buried with heroes
honors. Back than the III Reich decided to keep
and burry them here. They bought that piece of
land in the cemetery and still today that small
piece of land is German soil. Until the war was over
the graves were taken care by German soldiers in
Beja, Portugal, station. Today that village is a German community and those people still takes care
of those brave men graves.
WAU Portugal decided to do this as a tribute to
the memory of all the men and women who died
fighting for a better world and a high cause. And
while we were leaving we felt our mission was accomplished when a few remaining Portuguese villagers who still remembered those days came and
ask us how such young people as we are know
those men and had the time to go there remember them.

Rudolf Hess Memorial
Argentina

El pasado 17 de Agosto de 2007, WAU Argentina apoyó y colaboró con el recital
en memoria a Rudolf
Hess, realizado por
la organización SkinHeads Zona Norte.
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WAU Argentina
Our WAU sisters in Argentina recently took the streets
to hand our Pro-life information to passers by, they had
great success with their recent activities and we are all
very proud of their work.
Many people came to ask WAU Argentina about their
flyers, and then the police came to speak to them and
they finished up, we will keep you updated on upcoming WAU Argentina Activities.

WAU worldwide
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Violent Storm Memorial 2002
Saturday 16th March and a long drive down to Wales to support the annual memorial for the fallen comrades of Violent Storm who tragically died 10 years ago. Maps
were provided from the re-direction which meant we got there in good time. After
lots of mingling and catching up with people in the downstairs bar people gradually started to drift upstairs to the venue. Then there was a chance to have a look
round some of the stalls before the first band were on.
Celtic Warrior were up first and they played a set of about 8 songs to warm
up the crowd, kicking off with 'Let the Battle begin.' Then came a new
band called 'Battle Standard' who have an Oi! influenced RAC sound.
These guys said they were pretty nervous due to it being their first
live set but they needn't be as they got a good response from everyone and are set to be playing at more gigs in the near future.
Then there was a break before it was time for Saga from Sweden to
take to
the stage. As far as I know this was her first live appearence, if not,
then first outside
Scandinavia. Members of Celtic Warrior provided the backing band
and she sang Skrewdriver covers from her debut album 'My tribute to Skrewdriver'. The
songs obviously went
down well, the crowd were singing along and dancing. She really has got
a good voice and for someone quite young has alot of confidence on the stage. She did a set for around
and hour and half and sang Skrewdriver classics like Tomorrow belongs to me, White Power, Strikeforce, Hail the new
dawn, Patriot. Two encores followed and she ended with a good rendition of 'Hail Victory'.
It was good to see something a bit different from the usual RAC bands and it was good that she was well received. I
would say that she is good and also that she knows she is. At the end of the evening she provided photo opportunities
for anyone wanting their photo taken with her, well supported by some of the guys present, much to the dissatisfaction of some of their girlfriends. In fact one woman likened her to Britney Spears, so watch out Britney!
After Saga's set Celtic Warrior got back on stage to play some final few songs and Billy called for a one minute silence
to be held in remembrance of Violent Storm. 'Ole Ole' and Fortress's 'Commie Scum' was follwed by an announcment
that the owner was going to close the doors and stay open till 1am. It was nice that the concert was well supported and
to get the chance to see a new overseas act. Ive no doubt that you'll be seeing Saga singing at more gigs in the future
and hopefully also singing some of her other material. Its good to see a woman coming through in the music scene
and being well supported. Let's hope that it inspires more women to do the same.
14 Words WAU-England
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Ian Stuart Memorial Concert
Veneto, Italy

We met up with other comrades from England at Stanstead airport
to catch our plane to Veneto in the North of Italy. After we landed
we were greeted and taken to a full pub where several drinks were
had and friends were met, old and new. On the Saturday we all met
up in a pub before the concert and then made our way up into the
hills towards the venue. Arriving we saw dozens of cars parked up
and lots of people milling around. The concert was open air and
held in an old castle. It looked fantastic with some effective lighting being used within the courtyard. The stage was at one end and
undercover, which was very useful seeing as the rain only held off
for the first two bands.
The bar was at the other end of the courtyard, opposite the stage.
A variety of drink and food was on sale at good prices and was also
undercover. The first band went on stage around 9.30pm and was
Ultima Frontera from Italy. I only saw a few songs but they were well
received. Then came Faustrecht from Germany, really liked their
music and apparently this was their last concert, which is a shame
because the crowd obviously liked them. It was then time for us to
do some shopping and at another end of the courtyard was some
small rooms that housed around 10 merchandise stalls. Made a
few essential purchases and then headed back to the bar. It was a
great turnout, not sure on the exact numbers but I would say well
over 700 people in attendance. There was a sizeable crowd from
Germany, also comrades from England, Czech Republic, Flanders,
Slovenia and many others made the journey to the North of Italy
to show their respect for our fallen comrade Ian Stuart Donaldson
(R.I.P). Then it was time for Warlord to take to the stage. These guys
always give a great show and they kicked off with ‘Tomorrow Belongs to me’. Everyone started dancing immediately and then the
rain came down. This didn’t deter anyone, the crowd got larger and
everyone was singing and dancing along. They did a long set with
over 25 songs, as well as plenty of Skrewdriver tracks.

WAU worldwide

Martyrs Day
BH Canada

On the the 12th of December we held our
annual Martyrs Day event , sadly added onto
this day was the name of Jeff Hughes a local
Nationalist who was killed by the Nanaimo
R.C.M.P .
We would like to thank Paul Fromm of C.A.F.E
for his no holds barred indictment of the way
European nationalists are marginalized and
treated by the “authorities” also a thank you
to Vicky of W.A.U who read a speech which
was written by a member of the Brüder Schweigen
We continued our tradition of putting on the
gloves and sparring for the martyrs this day,
the drinking of mead and of course some
live music. A good time was had by all thanks
to all who attended.
Remember and Honour our martyrs!! Hail
Wotan! Hail Victory! Hail Blood and Honour!!

Stigger gave a small and moving speech about Ian and held the two
minutes silence in his memory. Warlord ended their set with some
great Rock ‘n’ Roll including ‘Sweet Home Alabama’, ‘Get yourself
Tattooed’ and ‘Johnny Join the Klan’. Their final song for the night
was Skrewdriver's ‘Return to Camelot’. The final band of the evening was Italy’s fantastic Gesta Bellica. The few times that I have
seen this band, they have always been brilliant. Everyone loves to
see them and they are always well supported by a large crowd.
In my opinion this had to be one of the best concerts I’ve been
to. Fantastic venue and great atmosphere! The rain didn’t matter,
everyone had a great time! It was a well-organised event and really well supported. Whenever I travel to Italy it always inspires me
when I see the excellent organisation and fantastic work achieved
by the Veneto Front Skinheads (VFS). They are a shining example to
other organisations about what can be achieved when unity and
hard work are put together. I want to thank Manu and
Flo and the girls from the Unione Skinhead Girls Italia. Also thanks
to Paolo, Ciao, Frederika, and all the members of the VFS!

advertisements

Hail Victory - WAU England

http://www.frenteuropa.org
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WAU Meeting
in Italy
The beginning of September 2006 was a very special time for some European members of WAU; sisters from Finland, Italy and Spain met each other
for the very first time during Ritorno a Camelot, a
musical festival that is held every 5th year in Venice, Italy. For me personally it was also my first
travel to Italy, during which I had a chance to stay
with the Italian girls for a few days and get to know
to their beautiful country.
We had a wonderful time together and all sisters from three different countries enjoyed each
other’s company despite of some language problems! The concert was an amazing experience and
I am very thankful to my Italian sister for having
the chance to stay in her home and attend this
event! Comrades all over Europe attended it, and
the visitor amount was estimated as high as 1000
attendants. The weather was perfect as well, and
the place – which was by a beautiful lake – was
well chosen.
I shall never forget the comradership and hospitality that I experienced during my travel, nor the amazing landscapes
and cities with their beautiful architecture. And what’s most important, our bond of sisterhood and friendship only
grew stronger during this meeting, I couldn’t have asked for better friends than that, and I am happy for the fact that
we have been able to see each other after the concert as well, despite of the long distances! Till next time, I hope to see
you Returning to Camelot!
WAU Finland

Download for free at wau14.com
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Rock n’ Race
“Music is a powerful weapon. MTV brainwashes
youth with Hip Hop, R&B and this reflects in society. Many European teenagers dress and talk as if
they are were black kids from the American ghettos, even upper class white spoiled brats. One can
see millionaire pop stars posing like Left Wing Revolutionaries and the masses fall for it, absorb their
pc views. It indeed is more difficult to spread music
with a Nationalist message as it does not fit the
mainstream commercial market and is confronted
with prejudice. Still it finds its way through underground international networks. Like a counter culture. Music should not be underestimated.”

How do you see the scene coming along in Australia
any likes/dislikes? Things you’d like to change make
better?
At the moment there is very little unity to cause and
building to a greater thing. We at Indomitus Productions (our label) are constantly looking for those
elite souls that will join our war but sadly there are
few that will take the step of courage from out of
the safety of there bedroom and onto the battlefield where they are needed. This is something we
are working on, and as previously mentioned I see
this heathen scene growing stronger every day. The
youth is where our strength lays and we are slowly
but surely attracting the attention of the youth.

about NS women & skingirls?

W

How do you
think music helps our
movement?
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Morrigan will RISE

t
pi What is your opinion
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In Aryan Regards, Arawn

Lion’s Pride By WAU Finland originally for B&H SF

WASH

We support NS women because
we need these women for a future
of a white Europe and to destroy the
race mixing shit, THANKS TO ALL NS
WOMAN, THE MOVEMENT NEEDS
YOU.

I think it keeps everyone together in some ways. The shows help
to reunite old friends who otherwise wouldn’t see each other.

n
lo

Av
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Organizations such
the WAU stand shoulder
to shoulder with other orgs.
Not enough is done politically,
organizationally or in my opinion
individually to promote family
values and morals.
2005 from WAU Interviews

Ska
dheim

Great to see proud
& strong Aryan ladies
making a stand.

Keep strong and focus. Life is full of
weird changes and twists, but those
who are strong and truly believe remain on a positive course. Cut the
negativity from your life and work
towards true progression.
2003 the Bully Boys
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Bright Beginnings
Dedicated to raising awareness about our
environment and ways that we can coexist
with it, as our Folk had for centuries previous. Our Folk grows unhealthier due to a
steady diet of processed garbage, animal
products, (which are the result of abuse,) alcohol, and a general unwillingness (or even
worse inability) to get outside and breathe
clean air deep into their lungs.. We are forgetting how to take care of our Land, bodies, and spirits, and for that we are losing
them.
Our need to protect and preserve does not
stop with our Folk and blood. It continues, and is intertwined with: the Earth we
tread, the air we live from, the sunlight that
bathes us, and the waters that surround us.
A healthy respect and knowledge of our
Earth is knowledge and respect of our past
and our people. With Elements, I hope to
raise awareness to the causes and effects
of living today in relation to our good Earth.
Hopefully this information. We do this not
for us, but for the existence of our people
and a future for White children!

Past Times

Past Times is an ezine focused totally on
the symbols, traditions, herbs, magic and
folklore of our ancient pasts, we have compiled over 30+ issues of Past Times and we
still have many wonderful traditions to research. We will feature seven-sample issues
of Past Times for your reading pleasure, the
links can be found on the left hand side.
Our Ancestors have left us with a wonderful
sense of pride and joy, some of the sisters in
WAU have been lucky enough to travel to
foreign lands and visit many of the wonderful buildings, artwork, artifacts that some
of our ancestors have left behind for us to
explore and share with out future generations. Past Times Salutes Our People Past!

We currently have the first issue of Bright Beginnings nearly ready to go;
packed full of fun summer activities for your preschoolers and toddlers,
this is one not to be missed. For those who don't know, BB
is a new publication geared specifically for children ages 4
and under, with coloring pages, worksheets, art projects,
outdoor activities, songs, games and much more, along
with a few articles each month of interest to parents of
young children.
Also be on the lookout for our Baby Basics series, a set of
short booklets with information for new parents on feeding, bathing, diapering, and all those other fun tasks that
make you wish your little one came with an instruction
manual.

Skuld

Skuld is one of W.A.U’s many paperback publications, this magazine is one of a kind; it is
dedicated 100% to Aryan Women .The purpose
behind Skuld is to honour Aryan Women past
and Present.
Being a woman is a very tough job. We are usually forced to mesh both warrior and mother
into one. Many types of women past and present have made our roles in today’s society
unique. We are labeled as many different things
by many different kinds of men and women; one
thing that cannot be denied is that we as women are both fierce and motherly all in one.
Throughout history, war has been seen as a mans job;
however women have always been involved in battles and sieges,
not to mention duels, prizefights and so on. The most common occasion on which women would take part in battles was when their home
was being attacked. A woman knew how to defend herself and her land.
Proud women like Boudicca, Joan of Arc, Freydis Eriksdottir, Duchess Gaita of Lombardy, Countess Matilda Tuscany and many more.
Women have conquered the skies, art, and medicine and
much more. As we have been forced to believe
that women before us were content with being shackled to the kitchen sink,
Skuld will tell you differently. Each
issue of Skuld will focus on many
different types of Aryan Women,
both historical and mythological.
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By WAU Chile
Gaia is a small informative magazine that was
created in the hopes to share information
within our racial community; we will share
information about the scientific origins or our
race, anthropology and environmental issues.
It is very important that we as White Nationalists have adequate knowledge about our
World and our Race, in order to answer our
children’s questions.Women for Aryan Unity,
has always been dedicated to encouraging
education within our communities, and we
have always tried to search for the truth and
origin of these questions and answers.
We know that without a good education,
there’s no future for our Race, and that is why the idea of creating a thought
provoking magazine was foremost in our mind. Our magazine is targeted at
adults and children alike!

As one of WAU's most successful ezine
publications, Little Warriors is not one to
be missed! Geared towards children of all
ages, Little Warriors focuses on activities
that will get children out from in front of
the television, and get their little minds
working.
Each issue features something new, ranging from art projects and fun recipes to
brainteasers and book reviews. For those
parents who homeschool, or those just
looking for something fun for their kids to
do, be sure to subscribe to Little Warriors
today, and have some fun with your little
ones.
We have done a lot of pagan books reviews, and we have also included homeschooling links for the pagan parent.
Securing our Future – One Child at a Time

Aithgena (the reborn) is a magazine developed by Women for Aryan Unity
Lusitania, and is OUR way to present and spread world wide the Lvsitanian
women’s voice.

Heroes and Heroines

Although our female movement isn’t big, and we are also not a big country,
we the women of Aithgena would rather to be a few women who are trustable
and worthy sisters, than be a huge group with many unworthy and unhonourable women. So in this way Aithgena (the reborn) a magazine developed
by Women for Aryan Unity Portugal, is OUR way to present and spread world
wide the Lvsitanian women’s voice. Our main goal it’s focus and spread worldwide the Lvsitanian Culture, mythology, Portuguese movement and WAU Portugal news and activities.

Heroes and Heroines is one of 6 WAU
ezines, this project is the one we are probably the most proud of. By doing H&H the
women of WAU have learnt more about
the strength, honour and loyalty of our kin
Past and Present.
So far we have featured well over 100 people, so instead of featuring every single
person we have managed to write or find
information on, we are going to publish a
few of our personal favourites.
Each issue of Heroes & Heroines features
stories / bio’s on as many as 10 people or as
little as 2, if we have long stories featured
we’ll try keep it to one or two, if they are
short we try to feature as many as possible.
Last but not least I’d like to thank the guys
from the ARS for coming up with this
wonderful idea in the first place; and a big
thank you to all those who have submitted
to H&H past & present.
To Our Warrior Kin Past & Present We Salute You
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Motherhood Tips
Women for Aryan Unity decided on this
particular ezine,after spending many hours
going through motherhood web sites,
books, pamphlets and many other resources. We wanted to gather and distribute as
much information as possible to young
mothers within our racial community,a
lot of pregnant & new mothers don't have
spare time to spend reading books, or surfing the internet. So the women of WAU
found the information most moms asked
about, and distribute it via our ezine;
So far we have focused on issues such as
Bedtime Battles - Taking your child's temperature - What to keep in your medicine chest once you have a toddler in
your house -Bedroom safety - Preventing
burns - Babysitter tips -Pregnancy no-no's
- Teaching your child to read and much
more. The sisters of W.A.U. have personally found all the information
we have featured very
useful, we hope it
helps out our racial
moms as much as
it has us..

Nature’s Way

Women of the Southern Legion
Women of the Southern Legion is the publication of the Australian chapter of W.A.U. Within the pages of our publication there are true stories
of bravery, determination, loyalty and triumph, we need to gather from
the strength of those before us, to help us do right in our life time. Other
articles explore areas of Aryan religion, health and personal opinion. We
endeavor to create an inspiring and informative publication.
WAU Australia would like to thank all who support our work, both men
and women alike, with the various topics enclosed in each issue we hope
to re-introduce our ancient traditions and folkish ways.

INSTINCT
INSTINCT is a paperback publication focused
entirely on “Survival”. We all know how many
dangers we face on a daily basis; especially
being racialists. We as Women have to deal
with the threat of rape and physical violence
on a daily basis, most of our homelands are
no longer safe for white women, so we hope
to give you the helping hand you need in
order to defend yourself. We will focus on
many different aspects of survival via Instinct.
"QUOTE" Once one determines that he or
she has a mission in life, that's it's not going to be accomplished without a great
deal of pain, and that the rewards in the
end may not outweigh the pain --if you recognize historically that
always happens, then when it comes, you survive it.

We hope that we can provide you with information and recipes to create a healthy
alternative living environment.
Some of the anti- biotic and prescription
drugs we use can have side effects, which
may be harmful in some individuals as
opposed to taking herbal supplements
to cure any sickness. The women of WAU
have therefore taken a dedicated role in
providing to YOU the alternative path so
that you may live a healthier and safer life.
Natures Way issues cover a wide range of
topics- from informative articles to interesting tips, plus recipes on herbal cures
and advice on how to overcome any sickness with what nature has to offer.
The Woman of WAU believe that it is important for our Kith and Kin to gain knowledge about our history, culture, and any
additional information that will benefit us.
The day, water, sun, moon, night - I do not have
to purchase these things with money. * Plautus
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Our Life & Time
Our Life & Times series came about while I was helping my niece research
for a school project. I realized that when I was younger history never
seemed like an important subject, to be honest it bored me senseless,
but now as an adult I can’t read enough about the heritage and traditions
of Aryan folk past. We have so many wonderful folk traditions that once
inhabited our Europeans homelands, so with the help of our Life & Times
booklets we are going to put the Aryan Family back in touch with days
gone by, we will give you a tour of their homes, how they dressed, what
the ate, how the cooked and much more.

Publications & E-zines
from the past

The

Nine Noble
Virtues
(A Racialists Guide)

WAU in Conjunction with Chester Doles
and Ernest McClain Present....

So far we have completed 3 issues of this magazine, we are at present
working on a Slavic Life & Times issue, with the wonderful help of our Polish Sister Ania we hope to have this publication ready very soon. We then
hope to concentrate on a Finnish issue, a history I personally know very
little about, yet again I am very lucky to have a wonderful Aryan Sister
who inhabits that part of our European soil.
Our Boudicca issue proved to be a great success; especially in England.
Every issue is child friendly with big print and graphics, and unlike most
history books it’s not difficult or hard to understand. We as European Folk
owe it to our children to teach them the ways of their forefathers and
mothers, we all have a wonderful rich history / culture, it’s time we made
it possible for our kin to look back in pride then stride forward to victory.

A Modern Application of Asatru Values to
Our Cause.
A joint effort between WAU and our imprisoned Kinfolk, The Nine Noble Virtues
was composed with the modern Racialist
in mind. Now it is more important than
ever to establish what values would benefit our Folk the most so that we may begin to implement them in our daily lives.
In doing so, we will not only grow as individuals, but as a whole, adding strength
and solidarity to our Cause.

This project was such a pleasure for WAU
to participate in, when i asked him for
help rewriting the NNV for WAU i expected 1 page not a booklet lol, its has to be
the most impressive piece of writing i've
come across in a long time.
Vicky, WAU
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Skuld
WAU have spent many years compiling Skuld a magazine that was dedicated to Aryan Women Past &
Present. After 8 or so issues we decided to stop publishing the magazine as time was never on our side
with so many other projects awaiting our attention.

Kids Printables
We hope you enjoy these printable colouring books
and worksheets, the Viking Girl character is 100%
WAU Owned, if for any reason you find an image
that has a copy write on them please feel free to
contact us and we will remove said image. Other
than that enjoy.
Download at http://wau14.com/homefront/kids-printables/

So instead of putting this women to the wayside we
have now compiled all the women we featured so far
into 4 downloadable issues.
WAU are working on compiling a new issue dedicated to Aryan Women during WW2, we will make you
aware of this issue being available via our news page
once we are done.. For now enjoy our past issues.
Download at www.wau14.com/downloads/printables/
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Women For Aryan Unity and Friends present HomeFront
a publication geared towards the Racially Conscious
Home. We are the driving force behind initiatives and
publications that make communities healthier, more
vital places to live: celebrating our heritage, promoting
positive family life,developing the potential of women,
supporting children’s issues and interests, leadership development and more.
With contributors from all over the USA – Europe and
other countries throughout the White world – reflecting
a wide range of backgrounds, interests and professional
pursuits- Homefront Publications works to identify unmet needs and to address current issues facing our Folk.
Together we work for positive change and a secure future
for our children.
In Faith, Folk and Family
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Keeping The Faith has been one of Women for Aryan Unity’s

longest running publications. We started doing this magazine in
1992 and over the last fifteen years it has become a staple in the
lives of our imprisoned kin. After much thought we have decided
to combine KTF with our main publication Morrigan Rising, each
issue of MR will have at least five to six pages dedicated to the written works / art of our prisoners. This section of the WAU site is still
heavily under construction, we have alot more to add over the next
few months. So keep checking back.
Over the last 15 years we have had some wonderful written works
submitted to our publications; via Pen of the Proud we are going to
share these words with you. It is up to us in the free world to support these men and women, to put out our hand in friendship, read
their works and applaud them for still standing strong whilst they
live in close proximity with our foes on a daily basis.
Our prisoners more often than not wear shoes that are falling to
pieces, that is why WAU started our Adopt A Bruder program. While
you are shoving McDonald’s in your face and pondering what movie to see next. When they are released, how many of you will jump
at a chance to meet them face-to-face? How many of you will be
willing to admit that you blatantly ignored our numerous requests
for aid on their behalf? How on earth will you justify it? I hope
word does not reach these men and women about the sad state
of things on the
outside, where
we have to resort to begging
and chastising
in order to generate a little bit of
I empty my pockets and take off my shoes
support. And it still goes ignored.
Then I enter the world of visiting rules
Some of the our kin are in for jail for life. Some, however, will be out in the foreseeable future. I hope that you have an excellent explanation for your actions,
My dress can’t be short nor my blouse cut too low
The time will move fast while the guards will move because when you go to shake their hands and kiss their asses, we will be sure
slow
that your disgraceful and willful choice to ignore them will not be forgotten.

Visiting Rules

I can’t kiss him too long or hold him too tight
hands shall stay on the table clearly in sight
At the end of our visit five minutes--good-bye
I tell him I love him vow not to cry
I may take nothing in I must take nothing out
Though there’s one thing I leave they know nothing
about
No search can reveal that each time we part
he keeps some of my soul and all of my heart.
For Our Children & POW’s We Fight

From experience I know how rewarding it is to write to these men and women,
I have grown up and became an adult with at least a handful of these men and
women, I still have three prisoners that I have been writing to for 18 years, they
have been my teachers, guide, confidant and more importantly friend. Without
them in my life I would not have aspired to seek the truth and more importantly
find the answers. I feel truly blessed to have each of them in my life; they help
make me the person I am today. It is now up to you to pick up your pen and start
corresponding with our men and women in ZOGs Gulags, when they become
part of your life you will wonder how to made it this far without their friendship,
loyalty and knowledge.
To Our Imprisoned Kin We Salute You
Vicky / WAU Ireland
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W.A.U. Would like to Thank the following...
Free The Order Sverige for all their hard work and financial help for Der Bruders - The Bruder Schweigen - Georg from
W.O.T.A.N / allfatherwotan.org - Blood and Honour Scottish division for their financial support and comradeship Darren and the guys from HSN - WarBringer Records - Upfront Records - Crazy Celt - JJT from SF - Teresa Doles and
Family - Kathleen Cannon - Vellu from Joensuu and other prisoners who made us beautiful clocks - J & P - comrades
from Vaasa - Duds @ Rune and Sword - Shane from Abyssic Hate - Bulldog Drummond - Maurizietto of Varese - Skinheads 4 Skinheads - Aleta - EDA Propaganda - Strega and B&H London - WhiteLaw - Celtic Dawn - Blood Red Eagle
- Chad from Frontline - Brian Mann - Christopher Slavin. Misty and James.
And to all the people who have supported Women for Aryan Unity over the last 20 years we appreciate your friendship and support.
W.A.U. est. 1990
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Women for Aryan Unity

Aryan Strides has become one of Women for
Aryan Unity’s most successful Ezines, with a
readership list of over 400 people which continues to grow on a weekly basis; this particular ezine has become a very successful tool for
spreading your news throughout our racial
community.
Every issue of Aryan Strides deals with WAU
chapter updates, prisoner related news, news
from various organizations, obituaries, event
dates & reviews (concerts, demonstrations
etc.), Merchandise news (CDs & magazines etc.)
and other advertisements.
Many prisoners who have no access to e-mail
are also receiving this newsletter in printed
form; if your group has a postal address, please
add it to your advertisement if possible.

That the Beauty of the White Aryan Woman
will not Perish from the Earth

WAU Supporter T-Shirts

5.00£
At http://www.scotland-awake.co.uk/
Disclaimer & Terms
The photos, artwork and texts use, manipulation or extraction to elsewhere are
strictly prohibited.
Some of the contents of this issue, especially photos, were taken from the “Way
back Machine - Internet Archive” and were already for public access as well
view. So WAU reserves the right to publish all these contents from past publications and web sites under WAU Copyright.
You cannot sell this Magazine, charge any money for access to it nor use any of
its contents for commercial use or mass media diffusion. You cannot modify or
extract any part of the Magazine to use any of its contents individually. You cannot also change or manipulate any of the contents in the Magazine..
In case of doubt or if you are willing to use any content in this Magazine somewhere else contact us at www.wau14.com.

Aryan Strides is emailed out to readers every
second month.
Subscribe at www-wau14.com

What one of our readers had to say
about Aryan Strides.
Issue No 23 of
AS was a great issue. The
part about the information of
National Prison Kindred Alliance was
for me most timely. My list of prisoner
contacts seem to be growing. Identity
religious rights. One of the Order prisoners mentioned the publisher, but didn’t give
specific information about the support group.
Meanwhile I’m getting letters from Odinist
prisoners wanting to know about a support group specifically for Odinist prisoners. Now I have it to share.

John

